THAT NIGHT, THE IMPATIENT PAULA MAKES AN IMPULSIVE DECISION...

I KNOW HUNTER PROMISED TO TAKE CARE OF THIS HIMSELF, BUT THIS STORY IS TOO BIG TO PASS UP.

WHEN THE POLICE ARRIVE TO MAKE THE ARRESTS, AND I WANT TO BE THE ONE TO COVER IT. IF THERE'S A DIRTY COP ON THE FORCE, I WANT HIM ON THE FRONT PAGE OF TOMORROW'S PAPER...
WAIT A MINUTE - BRUNO??!

THAT CAN'T BE! HE SHOULD STILL BE IN POLICE CUSTODY IF HE'S HERE, THAT MEANS THAT SANCHEZ IS TIPPED OFF, AND THIS WHOLE OPERATION IS -

-A TRAP!

WELL, WELL, WHAT HAVE WE HERE?

STOP HER!

IF I CAN MAKE IT TO THE GATE, I'M HOME FREE.

THERE'S NO WAY OUT OF HERE, LITTLE LADY!

NOT SO FAST!

THUD!

UHHHH!!
KEEP HER QUIET!

HE'S... TOO STRONG....!

SO, THE FEISTY LITTLE REPORTER JUST COULDN'T STAY AWAY?

I'VE GOT A NEWS STORY FOR YOU, MISS "PAULA PERIL"...

--WE'VE GOT A SPECIAL PARTY PLANNED FOR YOU!

MMMMPPHHHH!!!!!
STORY COLLECTION TRADE PAPERBACK

Read all of Paula Peril’s original black and white adventures in one complete 196-page trade paperback! Includes the entire Paula Peril series issues #1-6, as well as short stories that can’t be found anywhere else! Features previously unpublished cover art by Dave Hoover, and full color cover by Bernardo Moreno. A must have!

DON’T MISS A SINGLE PERIL-PACKED ADVENTURE!

The world’s sexiest investigative reporter comes to life in the peril-packed series from creator James Watson and numerous talented artists: New comics are now FULL COLOR and can be downloaded easily to read at home. Paula “Peril” Perillo takes on the toughest stories, falling prey to organized crime and supernatural villains as she exposes evil.

LIVE ACTION MOVIES - ON DVD OR DOWNLOAD

www.paulaperiladventures.com